Background and Purpose-We aimed to generate rigorous graphical and statistical reference data based on volumetric measurements for assessing the relative severity of white matter hyperintensities (WMHs) in patients with stroke. Methods-We prospectively mapped WMHs from 2699 patients with first-ever ischemic stroke (mean age=66.8±13.0 years) enrolled consecutively from 11 nationwide stroke centers, from patient (fluid-attenuated-inversion-recovery) MRIs onto a standard brain template set. Using multivariable analyses, we assessed the impact of major (age/hypertension) and minor risk factors on WMH variability. Results-We have produced a large reference data library showing the location and quantity of WMHs as topographical frequency-volume maps. This easy-to-use graphical reference data set allows the quantitative estimation of the severity of WMH as a percentile rank score. For all patients (median age=69 years), multivariable analysis showed that age, hypertension, atrial fibrillation, and left ventricular hypertrophy were independently associated with increasing WMH (0-9.4%, median=0.6%, of the measured brain volume). For younger (≤69) hypertensives (n=819), age and left ventricular hypertrophy were positively associated with WMH. For older (≥70) hypertensives (n=944), age and cholesterol had positive relationships with WMH, whereas diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, and atrial fibrillation had negative relationships with WMH. For younger nonhypertensives (n=578), age and diabetes mellitus were positively related to WMH. For older nonhypertensives (n=328), only age was positively associated with WMH. Conclusions-We have generated a novel graphical WMH grading (Kim statistical WMH scoring) system, correlated to risk factors and adjusted for age/hypertension. Further studies are required to confirm whether the combined data set allows grading of WMH burden in individual patients and a tailored patient-specific interpretation in ischemic stroke-related clinical practice. Other risk factors such as diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, atrial fibrillation, and smoking were inconsistently reported in the literature and seem less strongly associated with WMHs (Table I in the online-only Data Supplement). 3,[6][7][8][9][10] Despite a rapidly growing body of knowledge from population studies, substantial variability in WMH volume among individuals with similar cerebrovascular risk factors complicates a tailored interpretation of patient-specific implications of WMHs in daily clinical practice. [10][11][12] What is lacking is a comprehensive, quantitative study with substantial numbers, and robust methodology, which correlates WMHs to stroke risk factors so that the associations and interplay between risk factors can be better understood. Clinically, there have been no rigorous graphical and statistical reference data available for the individualized estimation of the relative severity (expressed as percentile ranks) of WMH burden adjusted for major risk factors (age/hypertension).
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December 2014 W hite matter hyperintensities (WMHs) are frequently observed on MRIs of elderly people. 1 The presence of WMHs seems to more than double the future risk of stroke. [2] [3] [4] Known risk factors for WMHs are age and hypertension. 1, 5 Other risk factors such as diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, atrial fibrillation, and smoking were inconsistently reported in the literature and seem less strongly associated with WMHs (Table I in the online-only Data Supplement). 3, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Despite a rapidly growing body of knowledge from population studies, substantial variability in WMH volume among individuals with similar cerebrovascular risk factors complicates a tailored interpretation of patient-specific implications of WMHs in daily clinical practice. [10] [11] [12] What is lacking is a comprehensive, quantitative study with substantial numbers, and robust methodology, which correlates WMHs to stroke risk factors so that the associations and interplay between risk factors can be better understood. Clinically, there have been no rigorous graphical and statistical reference data available for the individualized estimation of the relative severity (expressed as percentile ranks) of WMH burden adjusted for major risk factors (age/hypertension).
In this study, we have combined (1) a large number of patients representing a contiguous 10-month window sample of a population of 50 million, (2) at an important clinical landmark, the diagnosis of a first ischemic stroke, with (3) a quantitative image-based statistical analysis methodology. We provide an easy-to-use visual grading system for WMH reflecting the statistical prevalence of WMH in the stroke population, demonstrating both WMH volumes and spatial distributions. We also performed multivariable analyses to investigate the impact of major (age and hypertension) and minor risk factors on WMH volumes and distribution.
Materials and Methods
Study Population
This is a prospective multicenter study that involved 11 academic and regional stroke centers in Korea. From May 2011 to February 2012, we consecutively enrolled 2699 patients with first-ever acute ischemic stroke within 7 days after symptom onset ( Figure I in the online-only Data Supplement). The institutional review boards of all participating centers approved this study. All patients or their legally authorized representatives provided a written informed consent for study participation.
Clinical Database
Under a standardized protocol, 13 we prospectively collected demographic data, prior medication history, laboratory data, and the presence of vascular risk factors (Methods in the online-only Data Supplement).
Brain MRI and Quantitative Image Registration
Detailed protocols of MRI and quantitative image registration are provided in the Methods in the online-only Data Supplement. In brief, MRI was performed on 1.5-Tesla (n=2338) or 3.0-Tesla (n=331) MRI system (Table II in the online-only Data Supplement). As previously reported, 14, 15 in every patient, all fluid-attenuated inversion recovery MRIs (usually 20-26 5 mm thick slices/patient) were converted into a patient-independent quantitative visual format ( Figure II in the online-only Data Supplement) using the Montreal Neurological Institute brain template. After normalization of images, each patient's high signal intensity lesions on fluid-attenuated inversion recovery MRIs were segmented and registered semiautomatically (by research assistants operating Image_QNA, 14 a custom-built software package) onto the brain templates under close supervision by C.K.K. and M.U.J. These 2 vascular neurologists reviewed the translation process by comparing all the source MR images and corresponding postprocessed images on the template set to either confirm that lesions were faithfully translated or not. Results could be redone or adjusted until approved. On final approval, the graphical record was locked down in the database.
WMH volume percentage was calculated as 100×total WMH voxel count (in the template) divided by total brain parenchymal voxel count (also in the template), both adjusted for differences in slice spacing (ie, slice thickness and interslice gap) between acquisition (fluid-attenuated inversion recovery MR) images and template images (Table III and 
Statistical Anatomic Maps: WMH FrequencyVolume Maps
To display our data as visual maps, we used 3 Montreal Neurological Institute template slices (centered on 5.5 mm, 20.5 mm, and 35 mm on the z axis) representing the levels of Striatocapsular (5.5±5 mm), Corona Radiata (20.5±5 mm), and Centrum Semiovale (35±5 mm) regions, respectively. These slices were chosen on the basis of clinical experience, as being useful in the grading and interpretation of WMH, and are representative visual images of a larger data set comprising the whole brain. In each of these 3 slices, a WMH frequency map was constructed as previously published 14, 16, 17 by plotting the frequency of incidence of WMH lesions at each voxel coordinate of the slice as a heat map ( Figure 1 ). To facilitate the use of our data as reference standard for grading purposes of WMH, we plotted the data as frequency-volume maps to show the statistical volume and spatial distribution in a single format, arranged to reflect the percentile distribution of disease in our study population ( Figure 1 ).
Statistical Analysis
Data are presented as mean±SD or median (interquartile range). Intergroup differences and bivariate associations were assessed using nonparametric tests because of a skewed distribution of WMH volumes. Multiple linear regression analysis was performed to identify independent risk factors of WMH volume. For more detailed information for the statistical analysis, please see Methods in the onlineonly Data Supplement. Table 1 shows the clinical characteristics of 2699 patients at the time of their first-ever ischemic stroke. The mean age was 66.8±13.0 (range, 20-98) years and 59.5% were men. The most common stroke subtype was large artery disease (38.3%). The median National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale score at presentation was 4 (interquartile range, 2-8). WMH volumes ranged from 0% to 9.37% (median 0.61%; interquartile range, 0.30%-1.31%) of the measured brain volume.
Results
Patients and WMHs
The frequency distribution of WMH volumes was skewed to the right; after log-transformation, log-transformed WMH volume ( log WMHv) were close to being normally distributed (P=0.06). Not only the skewed distribution but also the wellknown age correlation of WMH volumes was well corroborated by the topographical frequency-volume maps and scatter plots for WMHs (Figure 2 ; Figure V in the online-only Data Supplement).
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Frequency-Volume Maps Figure 2 shows the results of a combined mapping of both spatial location and frequency of occurrence of WMH lesions. Figure 2A demonstrates with color-coded maps the location and incidence of WMH in the entire patient study population. In Figure 2B , an alternate display technique is used to indicate the percentiles of WMH incidence on all the patients in the study. In Figure 2C , percentile results are broken down by age group, allowing comparison and grading of individual patients to an age-matched cohort. The age stratum-specific topographical frequency-volume maps for WMHs showed that WMH volume on each percentile map gradually increased with increasing age. In addition, the appearance or gradual expansion of WMHs predominantly occurred around the anterior and posterior horns of the lateral ventricle.
Associations Between WMH Volume and Risk Factors
Bivariate analyses (Table 2) showed that age ( Figure V 
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December 2014 independent negative relationship with log WMHv. Sex, prior use of antiplatelet, body mass index, and smoking were not significantly associated with log WMHv. After adjusting for participating centers, these associations were unchanged (data not shown). Age-adjusted log WMHv was higher in patients with stroke because of small vessel occlusion (SVO, n=454) than in patients (n=2126) with other stroke subtypes ( Figure VI in the online-only Data Supplement). In the SVO subgroup compared with the non-SVO subgroup, the presence of hypertension had a higher standardized coefficient (0.13 versus 0.07; Results and Table IV in the online-only Data Supplement), suggesting a differentially higher impact of hypertension on the increase of WMH volume in the SVO subgroup than in the non-SVO subgroup. In contrast, the standardized coefficients for age in both subgroups were similar (0.50 versus 0.49).
Analyses After 2-by-2 Stratification by Hypertension and Age (≤69 Versus ≥70)
There was a significant interaction between hypertension and age (P<0.01; Figure VII in the online-only Data Supplement). Age/hypertension-stratified frequency-volume maps ( Figure 3A) showed that WMH volumes appeared to be the highest in the older hypertensive, followed by the older nonhypertensive, younger hypertensive, and then younger nonhypertensive. Statistical parametric mapping further elucidated the age-and hypertension-related effects on WMH volume and distribution ( Figure 3B ; Results in the online-only Data Supplement).
Multiple linear regression analysis identified subgroupspecific predictors of log WMHv ( Figure 3C ). In the younger patients with hypertension, age and LVH were independently related to log WMHv. In the older patients with hypertension, age and cholesterol had a positive relationship with log WMHv. However, diabetes mellitus , hyperlipidemia, and atrial fibrillation were negatively associated with log WMHv. In the younger nonhypertensive patients, age and diabetes mellitus were positively related to log WMHv. In the older nonhypertensive patients, only age was independently associated with logWMHv. Further adjustment for the prior use of statins did not change the above results, except that the associations of cholesterol, hyperlipidemia, and diabetes mellitus with log WMHv lost significance in the older hypertensive patients (Table V in the online-only Data Supplement). In addition, prior statin use was inversely associated with log WMHv in the older nonhypertensive patients (β=−0.149; P=0.01).
Discussion
In this nationwide prospective multicenter study, we have generated topographical frequency-volume maps for WMHs using the entire fluid-attenuated inversion recovery MRI data sets of 2699 consecutive patients with first-ever ischemic stroke. This large statistical sample, presented graphically as statistical maps, provides an objective and quantitative grading (Kim statistical WMH scoring) system for WMH. This, to our knowledge, represents the largest study on WMH mapping and quantification done to date, and the only such study taken at the clinically relevant life event of first ischemic stroke.
We specifically chose patients with first-time stroke, at the time of their first stroke, and excluded from the imaging volumes any WMH attributable to the infarct itself, to obtain a picture of the disease course of WMH right up to the moment of a cerebrovascular incident. Further studies, in different populations, are warranted to test if the new grading system is actually useful as a clinically applicable (Movie in the onlineonly Data Supplement) imaging reference standard for a patient-specific interpretation in WMH. The value of the grading system as a predictor for stroke risk, for example, is an obvious (though as yet unproven) hypothesis that would need verification in future trials, and in more general populations.
Considering that the reported mean brain volume of an elderly Korean population was 1170 cm 3 , 18 the median WMH Our patients were either studied as an undivided group or were stratified by hypertension and age as 2 major risk factors. Multivariable analysis on the entire patient population showed that age, hypertension, and LVH were positive predictors of log WMHv, while atrial fibrillation was a negative predictor, independent of other factors including sex, prior use of antiplatelets, and smoking. log WMHv was estimated to increase by 0.38 (≈1.46% of brain volume) per 10 years of aging and by 0.21 (≈1.23% of brain volume) in the presence of hypertension. Considering that age and hypertension are the 2 strongest risk predictors of WMH volume, we stratified our patients by age (≤69 versus ≥70) and the presence or absence of hypertension. In each of the 4 subgroups formed by this stratification, age was consistently associated with increased log WMHv. Topographical frequency-volume maps, multivariable analyses, and statistical parametric mapping also showed that WMH volume was primarily affected by age and secondarily by hypertension.
In the older age groups, the WMH difference between the hypertensive and nonhypertensive patients were only marginally significant. In the younger age groups, however, compared . These slices, the Striatocapsular, Corona Radiata, and Centrum Semiovale levels, are listed from top to bottom in 3 rows, with percentile severity increasing to the right. C, Age stratum-specific WMH frequencyvolume maps show the age-dependence of WMH volume. Please note that the total voxel count in the red color-overlaid areas of each frequency-volume map is equal or close to the designated (1%-99%) percentile value of WMH voxel counts in the overall (B) or agestratified groups of (C) patients. The topographical maps from the large cohort can be used in a user-friendly fashion to grade WMH in patients at risk for stroke. This might have value in both clinical and research settings for the following reasons: (1) current WMH grading systems are subjective and not finely graded (typical scales are mild, moderate, or severe), whereas the new grading system is both objective and finely calibrated, with a solid statistical underpinning for its findings. (2) The grading system is easy to apply in clinic. Each patient's fluid-attenuation-inversion-recovery MR lesions can simply be visually matched to the grading scales we have provided to generate a percentile rank (please also see Movie in the online-only Data Supplement). (3) The visual nature of the grading system lends itself to patient education and might help clinicians to motivate patients in executing lifestyle changes.
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with the nonhypertensive patients, patients with hypertension had a significantly higher WMH. In addition, older nonhypertensive patients had a significantly higher WMH than younger hypertensive patients. Statistical parametric mapping showed that the hypertension-related increase in the WMHs in younger patients was observed mostly in the posterior half of the centrum semiovale and around the posterior horn of the lateral ventricle, compared with the anterior regions. In contrast, the hypertension-related aggravation of the WMH increase in the older versus younger patients was observed mainly in the anterior half of the brain subcortically. Intriguingly, the literature has consistently shown that the anterior regions of brain exhibit stronger age-related differences than the posterior regions. [20] [21] [22] In the younger patients with hypertension, but not in the older patients with hypertension, LVH were independently related to log WMHv. A few previous studies also reported that the duration and control status of hypertension were associated with WMH independently of hypertension 23, 24 and that subclinical left ventricular dysfunction is associated with WMH. 25 Part of the Perindopril Protection Against Recurrent Stroke Study suggested that an active blood pressure-lowering regimen prevented or delayed the progression of WMHs in patients with cerebrovascular disease. 26 These data indicate that WMH is another type of target organ damage because of hypertension and could serve as a surrogate marker of blood pressure control in cerebrovascular patients under the age 70. In the older patients with hypertension, however, the variability of log WMHv could not be explained by LVH. It is suggested that hypertensive insult may have a ceiling effect on the progression of WMH. Alternatively, many people with severe WMH because of long-standing uncontrolled hypertension might not survive or live stroke-free until their 70s.
In the older patients with hypertension, cholesterol level was a positive predictor of log WMHv, but hyperlipidemia was a negative predictor, independent of age and other risk factors. These findings are in line with the results of a previous study on 2 different ischemic stroke cohorts, which also reported that hyperlipidemia was associated with less severe WMHs albeit not adjusted for statin treatment. 9 Although speculative, cholesterol plays a crucial role in the development and maintenance of synaptic connections and neuronal plasticity and might have exerted protective effects against ischemic damage in the white matter 27 that is rich in myelin, of which cholesterol is a major component.
Alternatively, prior statin treatment, which was the most frequently found in the older patients with hypertension, might have attenuated endothelial dysfunction that could contribute to the development of WMHs. 28 The relatively frequent use of statin may also explain the positive association between cholesterol level and log WMHv in these patients. The associations of log WMHv with hyperlipidemia and cholesterol level lost significance after an additional adjustment for statin use. In addition, statin use itself was negatively associated with logWMHv in the older nonhypertensive patients. These results are in accordance with a prior report showing that hyperlipidemia and statin use mutually mitigate the susceptibility of brain to ischemic insult. Surprisingly, we found an inverse relationship between atrial fibrillation and log WMHv in the older patients with hypertension. This finding is in line with a study on Spanish patients with ischemic stroke 9 ; however, it contradicts a report from the population-based Rotterdam Scan Study, in which atrial fibrillation was positively associated with WMH. 7 Atrial fibrillation can cause ischemic stroke in the absence of other risk factors that could increase the volume of WMH. In 
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general population, however, a positive association between atrial fibrillation and WMH volume is likely to be observed, because hypertension, which acts to increase the volume of WMH, is a major risk factor for atrial fibrillation. 30 Several lines of evidence have suggested a positive relationship between diabetes mellitus and WMH, albeit not consistently. 8, 31, 32 One study reported that diabetes mellitus was related to WMH in younger patients (<75 years) but not in the elderly. 31 Of note, the frequency of hypertension in the study was as low as 26%. 31 In addition, another study, in which the mean age was as low as 54.7 years and hypertension was not associated with WMH, also demonstrated an independent association between diabetes mellitus and WMH. 32 However, other studies that included elderly and hypertensive subjects have rarely showed significant relationships between diabetes mellitus and WMH. 33, 34 Likewise, in our study, diabetes Age/hypertension-adjusted white matter hyperintensity (WMH) maps and vascular risk factors. A, In 2669 consecutive patients with first-ever ischemic stroke stratified by the presence of hypertension and age (≤69 vs ≥70), 256 color-coded frequency maps and red color-overlaid frequency-volume maps for WMHs are displayed at 3 representative brain template slices (5.5 mm, 20.5 mm, and 35 mm in z axis of Montreal Neurological Institute space, referred to as the Striatocapsular, Corona Radiata, and Centrum Semiovale levels, respectively). Please note that the total voxel count in the red color-overlaid areas of a frequency-volume map is equal or close to the designated (1%-99%) percentile value of WMH voxel counts in each group of patients. B, Statistical parametric mapping visualizes age/ hypertension-related effects on WMH volume and distribution: age has a major effect on WMH (top), whereas hypertension has only minor effects (middle), but there is an interactive effect of both together (bottom). Based on 2-dimensional random field theory, 20,21 statistical parametric mapping analyses are performed to produce corrected P value maps comparing the regional differences in the frequency of having WMH (at each voxel) between age-and hypertension-stratified groups. For a more detailed interpretation of these statistical parametric mapping results, please see the Results in the online-only Data Supplement. C, Multiple regression analyses (β=standardized coefficient) after the stratification by age (≤69 vs ≥70) and hypertension identify subgroup-specific predictors of WMH volume. WMH volumes were transformed to a logarithmic scale by using the equation log (WMH volume+0.05) after considering that the frequency distribution of WMH volumes was skewed and some patients had no WMH. By taking into account both age/hypertension-adjusted topographical frequency-volume maps and age/hypertension-adjusted multivariable analysis results, one may pose that a younger patient with a high rank percentile of WMH has an undiagnosed condition, such as diabetes mellitus or left ventricular hypertrophy, and then go looking for these diseases. Contrariwise, if an elderly patient despite having hypertension ranks low (ie, low WMH burden), we might pose that WMH-related risk factors may have been well controlled or that there might be an unknown (eg, genetically) protective effect for preventing white matter lesions.
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December 2014 mellitus was an independent negative predictor of log WMHv in the older patients with hypertension. In contrast, diabetes mellitus was a positive independent predictor in the younger nonhypertensive patients. Thus, diabetes mellitus does seem to contribute to the WMH pathology while possibly increasing the frequency and severity of hypertensive vascular events. Subsequently, an increase of cardiovascular mortality or earlier stroke onset before the age 70 might reduce the incidence of first-ever stroke in hypertensive diabetic patients after the age 70, who would have extensive WMH. When we split our patient population by stroke pathogenesis into SVO and non-SVO subgroups, the presence of hypertension could explain more of the data variability in the SVO subgroup than in the non-SVO subgroup, after adjustment for other WMH risk factor covariates. This implies that hypertension had a differential impact in the SVO group, being associated with higher WMH-increasing effects than in the non-SVO group. The effects of aging did not show this differential, and showed similar standardized coefficients both in the SVO and non-SVO subgroups. These findings suggest a higher vulnerability of SVO (as opposed to non-SVO) patients to hypertension-mediated white matter injury (please see Discussion in the online-only Data Supplement). In addition, SVO stroke was associated with a larger age-adjusted WMH volume compared with other stroke subtypes, which is in line with a previous report. 35 Because of the multiplicity of data, hypotheses, and analyses, 36 results of this descriptive study need careful interpretation, as well as further confirmatory research. First, the statistical map-based visual volume assessment method that we provide could yield an equal WMH percentile rank for contiguous or multiple scattered lesions (as long as the total volume is equal) in a clinical setting. Second, our study population is from a single ethnicity, at presentation with a first-ever ischemic stroke, which may limit the applicability of our data to more general populations with varying ethnicities and disease profiles. We focused on patients with firstever stroke, whose WMH were not attributable to clinically evident prior stroke. In addition, we have made great efforts to enroll the subjects in a consecutive manner to minimize any selection bias that may have caused inconsistent associations between various risk factors and WMH in prior studies. Furthermore, WMH-related factors that were found in this study were largely, although not wholly (Table VII in the online-only Data Supplement), comparable to those of previous studies on general elderly or high-risk populations. 25, 37 However, future studies must confirm that the current results from our first-ever stroke patient population could also be extrapolated to high-risk patients who have not yet had stroke. Third, a correlative study cannot aspire to establish causality, and our study, using a cross-sectional design is certainly not suited to establish a causal link between WMH and, for example, subsequent risk of stroke. But, it does allow causal hypotheses to be posed ( Figure 3 ) and tested in a more quantifiable manner. We hope that our reference data will help to pose interesting hypotheses and provide tools to execute future studies aimed at establishing causal relationships.
Conclusions
This is the first, large nationwide multicenter study to report on the incidence and volume of WMH in patients with firsttime stroke. We find age and hypertension to be the strongest predictors of WMH. We derived visual reference data sets, including age and hypertension-adjusted statistical frequencyvolume maps to allow the easy statistical ranking of WMH in individual clinic patients. Our data, based on a large population, and rigorously analyzed with topographical statistical analysis, could serve as a useful grading system for WMH and as a tool to further trials and studies. This correction has been made to the online version of the article, which is available at http:// stroke.ahajournals.org/content/45/12/3567.
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Vascular risk factors
Hypertension was defined as systolic blood pressure ≥ 140 mm Hg after stabilization of neurological and medical condition or pre-stroke treatment with antihypertensive drugs. 1 Diabetes was defined as previous diagnosis of type I or II diabetes, fasting blood glucose ≥ 7.0 mmol/l (126 mg/dl) or HbA1c ≥ 6.5%, or a history of taking hypoglycemic agents. 2 Hyperlipidemia was defined as a fasting serum cholesterol level ≥ 6.2mmol/l (240 mg/dl), a fasting low-density lipoprotein level ≥ 4.1mmol/l (160 mg/dl), or previous diagnosis of hyperlipidemia with current use of lipid-lowering medications. 3 Coronary artery disease was defined as a history of myocardial infarction, angina, percutaneous coronary intervention, or coronary bypass surgery. Left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) was diagnosed by using electrocardiogram or echocardiogram. Smokers were defined as patients who reported current smoking or quit smoking ≤ 5 years. Initial neurologic severity was estimated using the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale. Subtypes of index stroke were determined by the consensus of experienced neurologists of each participating centers as follows; large artery disease, small vessel occlusion, cardioembolism, other determined etiology, and undetermined etiology, as described in Trial of Org 10172 in Acute Stroke Treatment (TOAST). 4 
Brain MRI and quantitative image registration
Brain MRI was performed on 1.5-Tesla (n = 2,338) or 3.0-Tesla (n = 331) MRI system (Table II in the online-only Data Supplement). Fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) protocols were TE 76-160ms, TR 6000-11,000ms, voxel size 1×1×3 ~ 1×1×7mm 3 , interslice gap 0-2.25mm, FOV 250mm, and matrix size 256×256. All scans were transferred to the Korean Brain MRI Data Center for central data storage and quantitative image analysis. As previously reported, 5, 6 in every patient all FLAIR MRIs were converted into a patient-independent quantitative visual format. Brain template images were prepared (139 slices, 0.5 × 0.5 × 1mm 3 voxels) from the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) ch2better-template (316 slices, 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 mm 3 voxels) within the range of -63.5 to 74.5 mm in the Z-axis of Talairach space. After normalization of images, each patient's high signal intensity lesions on FLAIR MRIs were semi-automatically segmented and registered onto the brain templates ( Figure II in the online-only Data Supplement) under close supervision by vascular neurologists. To do this, the assistants did the following: a) segment white matter hyperintensity (WMH) by manually drawing a region of interest (ROI) containing high signal intensity lesions and clicking on any WMH-related pixel inside the ROI, providing a starting point for the smart region selection algorithm of Image_QNA to select the lesions to the first approximation, b) adjust the initial segmentation by the exclusion or inclusion of additional pixels of similar signal intensity range by rolling the wheel of the computer mouse up or down, c) exclude fresh stroke related signal, based on a careful comparison between FLAIR and diffusion-weighted images, by using image-editing tools of the software package, d) find the corresponding template image, e) let the software automatically transfer the selected lesions to the template while distorting the x and y scales of the image/template, f) make fine adjustments to the location, size, and shape of the lesions by using the image-editing tools, and g) save the final data.
As described above, only chronic WMH lesions were registered by excluding the FLAIR high signal lesions due to acute infarction. 7 When chronic lesions on FLAIR and acute lesions on diffusion-weighted image overlapped, the extent and distribution of FLAIR WMH contralateral to the location of acute infarct served as a reference to determine what volumes to include and exclude, by assuming a symmetric distribution of WMH across the midline. This semiautomatic method was shown to produce more accurate results than the statistical parametric mapping (SPM)-based automatic method. 5 During the process of quantification for WMH lesion volume, the inter-rater variability was minimal ( Figure VIII in the online-only Data Supplement). Furthermore, intra-observer correlation coefficient was also high, ranging from 0.987 to 0.995 (data not shown).
WMH volume was calculated as a simple percentage of the number of voxels included in registered lesions (in the template space) divided by the total number of brain parenchymal voxels (in the template space), with both the numerator and denominator adjusted for differences in slice spacing (i.e. slice thickness and interslice gap) between acquisition (FLAIR MR) images and template images (Table III and Figure III in the online-only Data Supplement). We validated our method of WMH volume (%) measurement in 163 randomly selected patients from Dongguk University Ilsan Hospital. In these patients, in addition to the template based approach described above, we also did WMH voxel counts and brain parenchymal voxel counts in the native MR space using the raw images in each patient. We calculated the total number of voxels in WMH lesions, which was then divided by the total number of voxels in the whole brain parenchyma, and then multiplied by 100. 8 These template based and raw image based WMH percentages were correlated to provide verification of our volumetric methodology.
WMH Frequency-Volume Maps
For WMH lesion mapping, we used three MNI template slices (centered on 5.5mm, 20.5mm, and 35mm on the Z-axis) that represent the levels of striatocapsular (5.5 ± 5mm), corona radiata (20.5 ± 5mm), and centum semiovale (35 ± 5mm) regions, respectively. In each of these three slices, a WMH frequency map was constructed as previously published 5, 9, 10 by plotting the frequency of incidence of WMH lesions at each voxel coordinate of the slice as a heat map ( Figure 1 in the main manuscript). At each level, the number of voxels involved in all patients or a group of patients are listed in rank order, and assigned a percentile value based on their position in the list. Then, voxels in the color-coded area of a frequency map were collected in the order of their RGB values [(255, 0, 0) → (0, 255, 0) → (0, 0, 255)] until the total voxel count reached the number closest to a chosen number that corresponded to a percentile value of WMH voxel counts (at each level) in all patients or a group of patients. Then, to facilitate the use of our data as reference standard for grading purposes of WMH, we plotted the data as frequency-volume maps to show the statistical volume and spatial distribution in a single format, arranged to reflect the percentile distribution of disease in our study population ( Figure 1 in the main manuscript).
Statistical analyses
Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation, median (interquartile range) or number (percentage), as appropriate. Inter-group differences and bivariate associations of WMH volume were assessed using nonparametric tests (Kruskal-Wallis test, Mann-Whitney U-test, or Spearman correlation) because of a skewed distribution of WMHs. Multiple linear regression analysis was performed to identify independent risk factors of WMH volume. For this analysis, as a dependent variable we used (natural) log-transformed WMH volume (logWMHv): log (WMH volume + 0.05) due to skewed distribution of WMHs and some patients having no WMH. The normality of logWMHv was evaluated using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. In the multiple regression model, predefined variables reportedly associated with WMH in previous studies were used as independent variables. [11] [12] [13] [14] We further adjusted for the prior use of statins to investigate an independent association of hyperlipidemia or cholesterol levels with logWMHv.
Small vessel occlusion (SVO), as compared to other stroke subtypes, is known to have a closer association with WMH. 15 Thus, in order to compare WMH volumes between stroke subtypes, age-adjusted logWMHv was calculated by using marginal linear prediction after ANOVA, followed by pairwise comparison with a Bonferroni correction. 16 In addition, multiple linear regression analysis was performed to evaluate the associations between WMH volume and risk factors in patients with SVO stroke (n=454) vs. non-SVO stroke (n=2126; large artery disease, cardioembolism, and undetermined subtypes pooled together as one group).
Age and hypertension are the most consistent and strong risk factors for WMHs. 17 Thus, to refine our statistical analyses and allow lesion maps to be tailored more precisely, the patients were stratified by the presence of hypertension and/or age. Dichotomization of age was done at 69 years (≤ 69 vs. ≥ 70) because the median age of our patients was 69. In addition, a previous study that investigated interactive effects of age and hypertension on volumes of brain structure while adjusting for WMH severity divided their subjects by age of 69 years. 18 Post-hoc analysis showed that the largest interaction effect between hypertension and age on logWMHv was observed when ages were dichotomized at 69 years (t for interaction = -3.65, P < 0.01, Figure  IX in the online-only Data Supplement).
Multiple linear regression analyses were performed independently for each of the four groups formed by the age-hypertension matrix. Thereafter, based on 2D random field theory, 19, 20 statistical parametric mapping analyses were performed using a custom-written program to produce corrected P-value maps comparing the regional differences in the frequency of having WMH (at each voxel) between age and hypertension-stratified groups. All the analyses were performed using the R package, STATA 13.0 (Stata-Corp, College Station, TX) and MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Supplemental Results
There was a strong linear correlation (R-square = 0.86, P < 0.01) between volume calculations in the original source MR image space and the volume calculations that were done in the template space and used for the main studies ( Figure IV in the online-only Data Supplement), indicating that our template based approach is valid, and a close approximation of raw volume calculations.
Multivariable analysis showed that in the SVO subgroup, compared with the non-SVO subgroup, the presence of hypertension had a higher standardized coefficient (Table IV in the online-only Data Supplement). In addition to the presence of hypertension, LVH was a statistically significant independent predictor of WMH volume in the non-SVO subgroup (P<0.01), whereas the association was only marginally significant in the SVO subgroup (P=0.06). It is also notable that male sex was significantly associated with WMH in the SVO subgroup, but not in the non-SVO subgroup.
Statistical parametric mapping to show the age and hypertension-related effects on WMH P-value maps of the non-hypertensive patients (older non-hypertensives > younger non-hypertensives) corrected for multiple comparisons revealed regions of significantly higher WMH frequency in the older vs. younger patients (Upper panel of Figure 3B in the main manuscript). The significant clusters were observed in the centrum semiovale at the Centrum Semiovale level and around the anterior and posterior horns of the lateral ventricle at the Corona Radiata level.
Compared with the non-hypertensive patients, in the P-value maps of the hypertensive patients (older hypertensives > younger hypertensives) corrected for multiple comparisons, there were relatively extensive regions with significantly higher WMH frequency in the older vs. younger patients ( Figure 3B in the main manuscript). The hypertension-related increase in the extents of regions with significantly higher WMH frequency in the older vs. younger patients were mainly observed in the anterior half of the centrum semiovale at the Centrum Semiovale level and around the anterior horns of the lateral ventricle at the Corona Radiata and Striatocapsular level, compared with the posterior portions.
In the P-value maps of younger patients (younger hypertensives > younger non-hypertensives) corrected for multiple comparisons, there were limited regions with significantly higher WMH frequency in the hypertensive vs. non-hypertensive patients (Middle panel of Figure 3B in the main manuscript). The extent of the significant clusters was larger around the posterior horns and posterior half of the centrum semiovale, compared with anterior portions. In the P-value maps of the older patients (older hypertensives > older nonhypertensives), significant clusters were barely observed.
The extent of regions with significantly higher WMH frequency was largest for older hypertensive vs. younger non-hypertensive patients, followed by older non-hypertensive vs. younger hypertensive patients (Lower panel of Figure 3B in the main manuscript). ANOVA and post-hoc analyses with Bonferroni correction supported these findings (all P<0.01) except between the latter two groups showing a marginal significant difference (P=0.08). There was no region with significantly higher WMH frequency either for younger nonhypertensive vs. older hypertensive patients or younger hypertensive vs. older non-hypertensive patients.
Supplemental Discussion
We performed a subgroup analysis in patients with stroke due to SVO vs. non-SVO, and found suggestions that hypertension had a differentially higher impact in the SVO group. There were higher WMH volumes associated with hypertension in the SVO group, than in the non-SVO group. When adjusting for the presence of hypertension, we found a stronger than expected relationship between LVH and WMH for non-SVO patients, as opposed to SVO patients. This likely suggests that the duration and control status of hypertension are relatively more important in the WMH pathogenesis of non-SVO patients. In the SVO patients however, it is speculated that the presence of hypertension (by itself) might be strong enough to have an early ceiling effect on the progression of WMH. This seems to be in line with the relatively strong association between WMH volume and the presence of hypertension in the SVO subgroup compared with the non-SVO subgroup. However, these data and speculations should be viewed as hypotheses suggested by our analysis, and would need to be confirmed in future, preferably prospective, studies. 35 This study adhered to the STandards for ReportIng Vascular changes on nEuroimaging (STRIVE), which are recent recommendations on neuroimaging standards for research into small vessel disease. 36 We excluded the following patients: 1) age younger than 18 years (n=2), 2) transient ischemic attack (n=514), 3) contraindication to MRI (n=201), or 4) poor quality or unavailability of FLAIR MRI (n=318) (B). figure) and B (lower figure) . Source MRI are in the left column, and template images are in the right column. The bright red color indicates WMH lesion-containing source MRI slices or template MRI slices with registered lesions; light blue colored source MRI slices have no lesions, and light blue template MRI slices are similarly without lesions. The light red colored template MRI sections are clustered around the template slice containing the registered lesion, and indicate slices that might not be counted as abnormal, due to a mismatch in slice thicknesses between the source and template images. For lesion volume calculations to be accurate, the total thickness of the bright red-colored plus the light redcolored template MRI slices needs to be equal to that of the red-colored source MR slices. ∑ indicates summation of the entire whole brain dataset (except for the interslice gaps). Inlets (in B) are for a magnified view of a single imaging section. Because the slice thickness of the template is 1 mm, a white matter lesion detected inside a 5 mm thick clinical scan would map to a single 1 mm template slice, falsely undercounting the lesion volume by a factor of 5. The nearby template slices indicated by light red coloring should have been included in lesion volume calculation, while excluding blue non-lesion containing slices. To balance this out, the quantitation of WMH volume in the template should be multiplied by a factor of 5. Also note the ambiguity introduced by the interslice gap; in the case of a scan with a larger (3 mm) interslice gap, compared with a smaller (1 mm) interslice gap, the total brain volume calculated using the source MRI decreases. The same patient scanned two different ways would have a lower WMH lesion percentage in the top set of images, than in the lower set of images. To counteract this effect, the template slices that fall between the lesional (red color) and non-lesional (light blue color) scan slices are excluded (= non-selected slices in the Figure) in the calculation of WMH volume percentage. Therefore, the total numbers of brain parenchymal voxels used in the denominator for WMH volume calculations varied from 806,611 to 2,155,881, depending on the slice thickness (3 -7 mm) and inter-slice gap (2.5 -0 mm) of each center's MRI (see Table III in the online only Data Supplement for specifics). This adjustment ensures that the percentage WMH remains invariant with scanning technique. Please note that in every patient of this study (n = 2,699), all, that is the complete brain data set, including all 'lesion-positive and lesion-negative' FLAIR MRIs (usually 20 ~ 26 5mm-thick slices per patient) were used for WMH segmentation and registration onto the Montreal Neurologic Institute (MNI) template. Thus, WMH quantification was based on an assessment of the entire brain volume in every patient. 
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The lower and upper horizontal bars outside each box represent 5% and 95% of the data. The middle line in the box represents the median value of the data (50%), while the lower and upper border of the box represent 25% and 75% of the data, respectively. There are no significant differences in WMH volumes between these two groups (Mann-Whitney U-test, P = 0.61).
Supplemental Figure IX. Inter-rater reliability of the measurement of white matter hyperintensity volume
In the Bland-Altman plots, red dashed and solid lines represent mean difference and 95% limits of agreement, respectively. There is a high level of agreement between three raters. Supplemental Video. Examples of using the new visual grading system for white matter hyperintensity
The video illustrates examples of using the well-known Fazekas scale vs. our new ageadjusted WMH-grading system that reflects the topographic statistical prevalence of WMHs in a stroke population.
